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AN INVEST
CONCEPTS

'ION OF THE MASTEY OF RATIONAL
SKILLS CY MIDDLiI-SCHOOL STUDENTS

Barbara R. Sadowski
University of Houston

The hack -to- basics movement in mathematicc education has stimul-a tr

interest in the development of criterion-referenced tests which can

reliably discriminate between those students who have mastered a con

skill from students who have not mastered it In an earlier report

(Sadowski, 1989), an extreme-types latent trait model was described and

determini .Y sets of iter;s was iii

the extreme-types model is fully described elsewhere (see Dayton and

Macready, 1976; Macready and Dayton, 1977) only a brief outline the

assumption of the model and the interpretation of the par- ors and

test of significance yielded by the data analy '11 be described here.

The Extreme-types Model

The extreme types latent trait model is based en the assumption

_hat, for an n-item domain, students may be placed in one of two discrete

categories: 1) masters of the concept that the items in the domain are

testing, or 2) non-masters of the same concept. The extreme -types model

attempts to fit the domain scores from a group of Ss to this model, while

estimating three parameters. The first parameter is theta, the estimated

proportion of masters in the domain (i.e., those with a score of ). Two

itwm parameters, alpha and beta are estimated for each item in the domain.

Alpha is an estimated intrusion parameter, the conditional probability

that a student who is a non-master will be able to correctly respond to

the item. Beta is the estimated omission parameter, defined as the
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cOnditional probabil-i y that a stuent who 1s a mastr w-r!|

correctly to the item. A goodness-of-fit Chi-5gcare

to determine whether the domain is Y-00-Jgerecw, based tr,

co! ei.,tency of the student resrorsrs. 7-rc,

1yoes model given toe

The fit ,f

Chi-square goodness-of-fit teH".._ The exhe:ted" or nr,

nir= n7r1r: ,r 4-kn ,r

are cLoipareo to the observed frequencies for each ftmain. Thin PPar,on

Chi-square statistic is evallJoted as CW-square with degrees of freedom

equal to 2
k
-q-1, where k = the number o= item,-, in the domaio, and o is he

parameters estimated (q , 9 for a four item dnma r). Vlues of p
;

greater than .001 are evidence of fit to the wodel, where rout-

tail probability of the Chi-square distribution.

The Construction of the Test Domains

The underlying assumption of th extreme-types model i-,

that ; t is possible to deterl ine homogeneoll of test i ter

such that students will be able LO al all of the items

correctly (if the 5 has mastereo ti concept or skill) or the

will not be a-le to answer any correctly (if mastery ha, not

been achieved). The suggestinn has been made (Macready and Merwin,

1973) that both item content and internal consistency of student

responses' be considered when determining the homogenity of a

domain of items, so that the all-or-none mastery assumption is

more reasonable.
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dornain will misclassify about 5'7, of the master; for test items

involving little or no guessing such as computation problems),

w e n ne

masters.

pusation is equally divided bet. een masters an_ non-

If four items are ructed for each skill or co

the next task is to determin what item content will produce a

homogeneous domain when the internal consistency of student

responses is considered. For example, a concept of a fraction as

a pa. rt of a region should be generalized across circles, rectangles,

triangles, etc., but research has shown that students recognize

parts of circular regions as models for fractions more frequently

than other region models. Likewise, research has shown that

addition of fractions with denominators that are composite numbers

e.g. 4,6,6,10) are easier than those addition examples with

unlike denominators that are prime numbers. Thus, although the

test items in a domain might be selected a priori on a logical

basis assuming all the item!., are mathematically homogeneous, the

4
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The plasement 'items into domains

of the item content as determined by the 4i1 on Content Tax-

onomy (176) the skill levels of middle school students and

methods used in teaching non - negative rational number

coneepts and skills,

The test consisted of 6 domains on fraction computation,

(2 on add 1 on subtraction, 1 on multiplication and 2 on

division.) Models for fractions included 1 domain each on the

region model, tho set 'idol, the number line model and the

division interpretation of a fraction. Equivalent fraction

domains included a region model, a set model and two domain on

renaming to higher and lower terms at the symbolic level only

Comparison of fraction and understanding of terms (improper,

proper and mixed numeral) were each covered by one domain.

Method

After t-e test was constructed, it was administered 400

Ss enrolled in middle schools in Houston, Texas. All students in

the seventh and eighth grades in three schools were tested. The



test was adioinis the r- - lar mathematics Leacher

the mathematics class period and all student$ were given 1- flc

time to finish all items on the test.

sults

The two domain on the region and set mode pr o

fractions were homogeneous with almost all stuoe:ts denonstratinq

mastery of the concepts. The rtioh of ias er was grea

than 90% for each of these domains. In contrast, the number line

model a fraction showed almost equal numbers of masters and

non-masters. The item missed by most students was

shown below, while item B was correctly answered by many non-

1,...sters. The reson for this is obvious.

Numbettifle Model Domain Items

to a fraction for each letter:

0 1 2 3

1-4-0

A B 0

5 6

1-

The domain of items on the division interpretation of a fraction

was not homogeneous, indicating that many students have partial

knowledge of the concept. From an inspection of the items below,

it could be argued that item 4 does not test the division

interpretation of a fraction and support for this is found in the

4i students who were only able to answer item 4 correctly.

Division r etation of a Fraction Domain Items

Draw a ring around another way to write h of the following:

1) 5 4 A) 4/5 B) 4 x 5 5/4 0) 5 TT



2) 3 is divided by 7

3) the fraction 5/9

4) 5) 6

The valno

A

A)

,7,/7 7

1_)) l 1.

for item 4 in the nwvor line model than for rti,nr three

item, while the intrusibn parAr-t-7,r (alph ) -For 4.tc,m 2 in tho domin

indicates that many non-masters are able tr, prOlom correctiv.

Table 1

Number Line Model

Theta = .51

Jivfsion Interpietatio:1

Theta - J18

ITEM ALPHA BETA ALPHA EIETA

1 .04 .41 .10 .15

2 .26 .0:2 .11 .20

3 .03 .13 .19 .25

4 .03 .39 .35 .31

Chi-square - 46,4, df - 6 Chi-square - 17.2, df = 6

In the division interpretation domain, Item 4 contributes to the lack of

homooenity for the domain since it has both a larger omission and intrusion

parameter value. Both domains are not homogeneous, althoLjh the divisi.)n

domain is very nearly so.

For the domains on equivalent fractions the valuw, n Table 2 show

that the item involving is the easiest of the four items (alpha - .53)

while the low beta values reflect the fact that masters are not likely to

miss these items. This also holds true for the items in the domain for

changing improper fractions for mized numerals and vice-versa. Note that

the first two items are much easier than the last two items in this domain.



The equivaluent fractions domin homogere lmprovr -,Y)

numeral domain is not.

Equivalent Fraction Domain items

Write the missing numerators or deromi

11/2

ixed Numeral Domain Items

B) 9/4 =

Equivalent Fractions

Theta - .81

Table 1

1'3

Improper Fraction -Mixed Numeral

Theta - .85

ITEM ALPHA

.53

BETA

.01

ALPHA

33

BETA

2 .23 .09 .04

3 .21 .01 .13 ,02

4 .17 .05 16 .01

Chi-square 11.0, df = 6 Chi-square - 9

The domains on computation ith fraction showed some fa rly predictable

patterns. Two domains on addition and subtraction are shown below with the

estimated parameter values in Table 3,

Addition Domain Items Compute. Put answers in lowest terms.

A) 4/5 2/3

Subtractio Domain I ms

+ 3/7 'z C) 7/8 + 5/6 = 0 2, + 2/3 + 7/8

A) . 5 - 6/7 - B) 2 1 - 1 3/5 - C) 3 4 - 2 3/8.



Addition

Theta - .53

ITEM AL IA

The small aloha values a

Theta

IL PHA

.05

.02

1 Pr

.21

.15

19

_.-copare = 110.2, - 6

visistont with item format while the larger

beta values for addition items 3 and 4 a tte st to the difficulty of adding

fractions with unlike denominators that are not t atively prime, and the

effect of 3 addends is also apparent. The fact that the correct answer

requires the student. to write the answer in lowest terms also effects the

difficulty of the problem. This domain homogeneous,

masters can be separated f ort nor-ms

canine that the

h some decree of ruliahility.

The subtraction domain is not homogeneous, however and for this set of

items the difficulty of items 1 and 2 is reflected is the larc;er beta values.

An inspection of the items reveals that these items require different skills

than items 3 and 4. In Tatle 4 below it can be seen that there were 25

Ss who had only items 3 and 4 correct, and 21 with items 2,3, and 4 correct,

while 17 were able to do only items 1 and 2 correctly. Thus, although 101

Ss had zero scores and 108 had scores of 4, the domain i

PATTER
0010 1 0 1

1000 6

0100 3

1110 17
0010 6
1010 1

()tin

1111 13
0001
1001 6
0111 3

1111 9
0011 29
1011 _11
0111 9
1111 108

Table 4
PRE.[; N

60114S

6.4r;77
1,a961

3."301
647081
5,3'660
0,,4873

19.3902
q, 44143

4,6690
9.R978

15,484,4
8,6526

2342418
3103393
88.3147

not horlgeneous.

JAWF
0,0097
040259
0,0704

49,2424
041747
3.5524
1.9692
241060
nos(17-
0.3820
103942
745484
n 8C2
h 179
3.4111
4.3878



The two domains on mult,olication and division are shown
belt

The estimated parameter values are shown in Table 5.

Multi lication Domain Items Compute,Compute. Put answers in 1 west terms

B) 2/3 5/6

Division Domain Ite

A) 6/7 5

Multiplication

Theta = .6R

ITEM

1

2

square = 28.7

ALPHA

. 03

.02

. 02

.05

4

3/5 x 7 =

2 3/5 0)

Division

Pi:TA

Theta - .57

ALPHA BETA

.06 .03 .05

.12 .00 .14

.14 .01 .26

.07 .01 .22

= 6 Chi-square - BB, df - 6

The lack of homogenity for the multiplication domain was due mainly to a

group of 13 Ss who had i t.eins 1 and 4 correct only. The extimated parameters

could not account for this data, the predicted N was 3, while the

observed N was 13. The division domain is interesting, since the last two

items appear to be far more difficult than the first two. The model does not

t the data even though 144 were at zero and 107 were at 4. Only item 3

was missed by 21 r while 24 Ss missed items 3 and 4.. The results were

similar to the subtraction domain above.

Discussion

The lack of domain homogenity for fraction domains are predictable

and consistent with earlier research. The easier fractions such as' and h

are answered correctly by Ss when the same problem with other fractions is

missed. Computation items reflect unlike arid like denominator differences,

i0
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and also denominators that are relatively prime and those that are rce'.

The "reducing" of fractions causes greater difficulty and the need to

rename from a whole number is the subtraction of fractions is more diffinult

when the renamed unit must be added to the fracticwal part, Tnr, 7-1nd

set models for fractions has been mastered by most of the srrGol

students while the number line model only mistereo aboJ1 te

students in middle school. The division interpretation a fritit

one that appears to be mastered by many of the Ss Gsed this stivi,

rermine nf fri?rtions highpr 17Prm hlr

renaming of an improper fraction to a mixed numeral. Hoewever, the renaminc

of a mixed numeral to an improper fraction is not mastered by as many of the

middle school students tested.
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